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Introduction

The topic of travel motivation has been increasingly important because tourism boosts the economy and tourists benefit from a vacation [1]. Travel is considered educational as it broadens one’s perspective and mind. Besides educative outcomes, travel also benefits one’s mental health and psychological well-being. It was found that individuals taking a vacation can reduce burnout and stress, as well as feel happier and healthier [2].

Recent studies in tourism have investigated and established travel motivations and travel behaviour in different types of travellers such as students, backpackers and seniors [1,3,4]. However, travel motivation is a dynamic and complex concept that varies from individual to individual. There is no integrated conceptual framework that focuses on travel motivation and repeated travel behaviour, as well as other related factors. Hence, the literature on these aspects in the general context is scarce.

Travel motivation is a dynamic process of travellers or tourist behaviour. Travel motivation is still considered in its infancy stage and this calls for more research in this area. The present paper aims to fill the research gap in the existing literature by proposing a process model of travel motivation and detailing the importance of each factor in repeated travel behaviour. For the purpose of this paper, travel behaviour is defined as the outbound travel or visitation of an outbound destination (i.e., across two countries). The key contribution of this paper is to establish a process model of travel motivation and how it can impact individual well-being.

First, the present paper began by providing an overview of the motivation theories related to travel, with inclusion of existing empirical literature. Second, it proposed a process model of travel motivation, understanding the underlying mechanism of individuals’ repeated travel behaviour. Third, it explained the introduced key concepts in the model (see Figure 1) in each sub-section. Fourth, it explained repeated travel behaviour, linking back to the process model of travel motivation. Fifth, it included discussion and implications, identifying the gaps in existing research, contributions and related suggestions for future research directions. Finally, it
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The present paper offers an integrated conceptual approach to the process model of travel motivation. It is important to understand why individuals are motivated to travel and how travel experiences benefit them. The proposed framework also hopes to understand travel constraints and perceived travel risks as their perceptions will influence repeated travel behaviour. The key factors associated with the process model of travel motivation include travel motives, travel experiences and sharing, as well as external influences on travel. Besides the push-pull factors as antecedents to travel, the process model of travel motivation also includes other factors such as external influences, personal beliefs and priority on perceived travel risks and benefits. Travelling has potential health benefits and outcomes that should be strongly encouraged. Furthermore, this paper attempts to offer some direction for future research in travel motivation.
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ended with concluding remarks, focusing on cognitive and personal perspectives.

An Overview of Travel Motivation

Motivation has been an important topic in research studies, including education and tourism. It is viewed as the ”driving force behind all actions” [5]. Motivation is thereby defined as the drive within individuals and the volition to act [6]. In this paper, travel motivation relates to a set of needs that impels an individual towards a certain travel activity or destination. For instance, the most common motives for travel overseas are knowledge, relaxation and novelty [2,7].

There are several theories in explaining the travel motivation of individuals such as push-pull effect [8,9] Ahola’s escape-seeking approach [10], travel career approach to motivation [5], and theory of planned behaviour [11].

Push factors refer to the travellers’ desires based on their inner needs and motivations, while pull factors include the attributes of a destination or an activity [12-14]. Push and pull motives are key concepts to explain travel motivation in a dynamic setting [15]. Recent empirical findings [16,17] supported the interaction between push and pull motives to visit a destination. For instance, Leong et al. [17] examined the impact of individual push motive on pull motive, indicating that individuals with the need for nostalgia are attracted to the historical and heritage pull attributes of a destination. This conceptual framework is widely accepted in measuring travellers’ motivation, as it could explain the travellers’ destination choices and responses to various destination attributes.

Escape-seeking approach [10] refers to the desire to leave the current place and obtain intrinsic rewards through travel to a new or particular destination. These two dimensions are similar to the push and pull factors, whereby push factor refers to “seek” and pull factor relates to “escape”. The significant difference between escape-seeking approach and push-pull approach is, the “seeking” relates to intrinsic rewards or benefits, whereas the “pull” refers to the specific attractions of the destination that induces the traveller to go there.

Travel career ladder framework is a specialized concept of career’s value and experience approach to tourism [5]. The underlying assumption of this travel career approach is, individual level of motivation increases when he or she accumulates travel experiences. The travel career ladder theory may predict individual travel motivational patterns. Some individuals’ motivation may not progress, depending on contingency or limiting factors such as health and financial status. A recent study built on the travel career pattern approach to assess tourist motivation, uncovering the motivational patterns of Muslim tourists from Indonesia and Malaysia [18]. Thirteen push factors were identified and the participants ranked relationship, nature and novelty (e.g., having known or recognized by others) were least important.

---

**Figure 1:** Process model of travel motivation.
The theory of planned behaviour is influenced by the social environment [11]. Based on subjective norms, an individual may perceive what is important to him or her, resulting in or her to behave in a certain way. Likewise, an individual’s beliefs and values may influence his or her perceived behavioral control [19]. Behavioral intention is expressive and displayed by attitudes. Attitudes, which are often resistant to change, have a powerful effect on thoughts and behaviours [2]. When deciding on a travel activity or destination, it requires deliberative processing of both internal and external information. Therefore, attitudes help to understand the dynamics behind travel motivation. According to Ajzen [11], the use of attitudes to predict behavioral intention is a unidimensional concept as it involves only affective component. As motivation relates to behavioral intention, travel motivation herein relates to the intention to travel.

Self-determination theory is also used to explain travel motivation [20]. Self-determination theory focuses on three basic psychological needs namely, autonomy, competence and relatedness. The fulfilment of these three needs will lead to intrinsically motivated behaviours and health benefits. Ahn and Janke [20] investigated the perceived motivations and benefits of senior participants (55-year-old and above) engaged in educational travel programs. Their findings showed that the educational travel programs promote health benefits, active engagement and socialization. This suggests that educational travel experiences are beneficial to elderly and could be an avenue for promoting healthy aging. Interestingly, this study also found that older females reported higher levels of intrinsic motivation than older males, due to the opportunities for self-expression and social engagement.

Most empirical studies focused on the factors and motives of travel in the context of tourism. Despite the abovementioned theories related to travel, there is no comprehensive theoretical framework because of the diverse human needs and challenges. Based on our existing knowledge, there is no literature that examines the “why” as well as the process of travel motivation and repeated travel behaviour.

There is still a gap in understanding the underlying mechanism or process of travel motivation and repeated travel behaviour. Specifically, why travel is considered “addictive” to some individuals while meaningless to others and what are travellers seeking when they decide on a particular destination. This proposed framework of travel motivation adds to the understanding of travellers’ perspectives that include the senior tourists, students and even backpackers. What is the underlying mechanism that explains repeated travel behaviour? Based on the review of over 20 recent empirical studies (2009-2018), the present paper proposes an integrated process model of travel motivation that is described in the next section (see Figure 1). This paper adapted the methodology for article search of Chen and Petrick [21]. The search focused on primary research articles (i.e., empirical studies) from 2009 to 2018 in order to identify the research trends in travel motivation for the past decade. The literature review is also based on the key concepts in Figure 1.

Push factors or motives such as the search for knowledge or novel experiences may drive an individual to travel. Besides the push factors, individuals also seek a particular destination for various reasons or pull factors (e.g., UNESCO sites). Push factors often play a substantial role in the desire to travel overseas, especially in volunteer decision-making or volunteer tourism motivation [22]. The attraction to a particular destination could be due to knowledge or sensation (e.g., nostalgia), as well as culture or novelty. In a recent study [17], the need for nostalgia (i.e., destination choice push motive) affects a traveller’s response to a specific destination attribute (i.e., pull motive). Consequently, travel experiences will have influences on one’s psychological well-being, satisfaction as well as health and experiential benefits.

The involvement of a travel trip usually brings back memories of the places visited. After their travel expedition, individuals are likely to reflect on and share their experiences. Individuals could value such travel experiences when benefits are perceived. For instance, senior travellers who want to maintain or increase their cognitive functioning may be more interested in knowledge-seeking experiences and they will be involved in educational travel program [20]. They will also be more intrinsically motivated and engaged during their trip. Likewise, if they do not engage actively during the trip, they may not gain any skill or knowledge as an outcome. Hence, these travel experiences may support or thwart one’s perceived travel benefits. Moreover, their perceived travel risks may impede their travel motives, discouraging them from travelling abroad. External influences such as media or friends may contribute to one’s perceived travel risks and benefits. Personal beliefs and priority may also influence one’s perception of travel risks and benefits. This in turn may support or undermine one’s travel motives. Travel capacity and constraints may further moderate the travel motives. The abovementioned factors are further described in subsequent sections.

**Travel Motives**

Travel motive is defined as the reason that drives an individual to travel to a particular destination [16]. Travel motives can be categorized into push and pull factors. The former refers to intrinsic factors while the latter in-
includes extrinsic factors. Intrinsic or push motives (e.g., experience or learn about local culture) evoke the need to travel while the extrinsic or pull motives are related to destination attributes (e.g., iconic landmark). Push factor such as nature-seeking and pull factor such as cultural attractions are the prevalent ones.

According to Xie and Ritchie [15], they identified the push and pull motives for the measure of travel motivation. They conducted factorial analyses on this travel motivation questionnaire, obtaining a two-factor push motive and a three-factor pull motive. The two factors for push motives include experiencing extreme activities and getting away, ranging from 3 to 4 items each. The three factors for pull motive include lodging and transport, cultural opportunities, as well as recreation and entertainment. Push motives include experiencing a new destination, learning something new and finding excitement. Pull motives include clean accommodation, convenient transportation, cultural attractions, and recreational activities or entertainment.

As there are numerous factors of travel motivation, Table 1 consolidates the factors based on the empirical studies conducted over the last ten years.

The abovementioned factors of travel motivation drive an individual to travel to a particular destination, and experience a new or nostalgic environment. Travel motives are antecedents of travel experiences.

Travel Experiences

Pearce and Lee [5] identified four motivational dimensions within the travel career pattern. They are novelty-seeking, escape-seeking, relationship-seeking and self-development motives. Novelty-seeking motive is the main focus on travel motivation. It is defined as the pursuit of stimulation, whereas escape-seeking motive is viewed as the getaway from overstimulation. Relationship-seeking motive refers to the desire to establish social relationship through vacation travel. The social relationship includes kinships and permanent or temporary relationships. Self-development motive relates to personal growth and/or desire to learn. It also includes interaction with a host culture and the community, as well as meeting the locals there and experiencing different cultures. These four motivational dimensions also relate to the travel experiences in terms of what are the types of experiences that a traveller seeks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Push factor</th>
<th>Pull factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Be close to nature</td>
<td>Aboriginal culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Accommodation and lodging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escapism and relaxation</td>
<td>Advertisement and promotions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiencing extreme activities</td>
<td>City experience and nightlife entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forge new relationships or strengthen current relationships</td>
<td>Climate and environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain a new perspective</td>
<td>Convenient transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve health and well-being</td>
<td>Education opportunities for foreigners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn about local and different culture(s)</td>
<td>Family and friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn a new language</td>
<td>Flora and fauna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nostalgia</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestige and luxury experience</td>
<td>Historical sites (e.g. UNESCO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional development</td>
<td>Famous iconic landmarks (e.g. Eiffel Tower)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rite of passage</td>
<td>Natural landscapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek adventure and novel experience</td>
<td>Outdoor activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek independence</td>
<td>Proximity to home country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-development and/or self-actualization</td>
<td>Security and safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping</td>
<td>Shopping malls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taste new or exotic food</td>
<td>Simple visa application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit family or friends</td>
<td>Variety of group tours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit historical sites</td>
<td>Volunteer opportunities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first three dimensions are likely to convey an emotional attachment. It is argued that affective attitude has an impact on novelty-seeking [23]. A tourist who has satisfying travel experience may foster emotional ties with the destination. Attitude which is considered an emotional construct includes pleasant, enjoyable and satisfying experiences [24]. Hence, a traveller seeking novelty will exhibit a strong effect on his or her attitude toward the particular destination. Self-development motives include knowledge- and cultural-seeking, which are considered rational. The knowledge-seeking experience may not exhibit a strong effect on one's attitude. However, the cultural-seeking experience is likely to have a strong influence on
one’s travel motivation. Zhang and Peng [6] found that the motivation of seeking cultural experiences became stronger when individuals accumulate their travel experiences.

Positive travel experiences can contribute to an individual health, relationships and well-being [21]. However, the positive effects of travel experiences may vary across individuals. This is due to individual perceived satisfaction and happiness during and after the vacation. Travellers who felt happy after the trip could be due to the positive incidents during their travel. However, this happiness might gradually diminish in the days after the vacation because of workload or job-related stress. Similarly, the family or friend relationship may strengthen after the vacation, leading to a stronger bond and travel satisfaction. This also links back to the motivation dimension of relationship-seeking and socialization benefit. It is also important to note that not everyone has positive travel experience and benefits from taking vacations. There are exceptional cases like travellers may get sick after their trip or suffer from jetlag due to time zone difference.

Generally, the antecedents of travel experiences such as the push or pull motives will influence the travellers’ outcomes (e.g., satisfaction) and benefits (e.g., experiential). The outcomes and benefits of travel experience are discussed subsequently.

Outcomes and Benefits of Travel Experience

Travel overseas can potentially relieve one’s stress and contribute to health and psychological well-being. Recent empirical studies have demonstrated travel benefits in individuals such as happiness, health and relaxation [2,6]. Individuals perceive travel benefits differently, which in turn will influence their travel behaviours. Individuals are likely to travel when they perceive travel benefits from taking a vacation [25]. Therefore, individuals with perceived travel benefits will likely have positive effects of travel behaviour.

Travel benefits refer to the desirable outcomes from taking a vacation or pleasure trip [25]. The three desirable outcomes are relaxation, health and experiential benefits. Relaxation benefits include stress relief, getting away and recharge. Health benefits comprise better sleep, longevity and well-being. Finally, experiential benefits include novelty, knowledge as well as experiencing nature and new cultures. Research findings from Chen and Petrick [25] showed that perceived relaxation, health and experiential benefits have positive effects on travel behaviour Prebensen et al. [26] revealed an additional benefit of socialization that includes meeting new people and participating in activities. Socialization is positively related to levels of involvement and satisfaction.

Based on recent literature review, the outcomes attributed to travel include knowledge and skills; self-confidence; adaptability; as well as attitude [27]. Experiential benefits include cognitive and affective learning, social and cultural awareness, transformative learning, as well as personal growth. Transformative learning refers to the change in viewpoints of a traveller during his or her travel, such as from “an ordinary resident” to “transformed homeowner” [28]. Hence, travel may bring about transformative experiences to the traveller.

Types of outcomes and benefits may be perceived to varying degrees across age groups. For instance, young adults are likely to recognize the importance of knowledge-seeking [29] and cultural learning [1]. On the other hand, socialization benefits were highly regarded by older travellers who were 55 years of age and above [20]. Older adults seemed to perceive active engagement in life as the most important benefit of travel.

Reflections and Sharing of Experience

Past travel experience can have an effect on an individual’s attitude toward future travel or revisit intention [23]. For instance, if one’s travel motive is to seek cultural experience in a specific destination and is not satisfied, this will likely negatively affect the revisit intention.

Satisfaction of travel is likely to strengthen the belief component of repeated travel behaviour. The motivation to travel is the act of satisfying one’s psychological needs or desires relating to sensation-seeking or cultural experiences. Sensation-seeking includes satisfying curiosity or enjoying exotic food or shopping [4]. The sharing of travel experiences from individuals will reinforce their repeated travel behaviour in terms of perceived travel benefits or risks. One Asian study investigated the theory of planned behaviour in mainland Chinese travellers with the intention to revisit Hong Kong [23]. Their study found that travellers’ satisfaction of past travel experience contributed to their revisit intention. In addition, travel motivation and past experience had a large combined effect on revisit intention. The travellers’ intention to revisit Hong Kong may be associated with the quality of their past experience. The sustainable visitation interest may impact the country’s tourism and economy. Through reflections and sharing, travellers are likely to capitalize on their choice by deciding to travel during times of economic progress. Similarly, they may reduce the visitation to a destination during times of economic downturn.

It is also important to accumulate travel experiences continuously and understand one’s level of travel needs. By sharing travel experiences, it opens an avenue to yield better understanding of one’s travel choice and demand. Prior travel experiences may increase or decrease one’s propensity to travel. For instance, individuals have a higher propensity to travel or take future trips when they have a high
level of travel involvement [30]. Involvement is defined as a personal relevance of the decision depicted by the amount of drive [26]. Hence, travel involvement is a motivational variable toward travel and decision-making with respect to travel. Prebensen et al. [26] found that motivation and involvement are linked to travellers’ experience. Likewise, the perceived experience value of the destination and motivation could affect the level of involvement.

**Perceived Travel Risks and Benefits**

Travel risk is defined as potential injury or loss perceived by travellers during the process of travel intention and at the destination [31]. Jani [16] found that individuals who are motivated to travel because of cultural opportunities are likely to search for information to reduce the risks. Jani’s findings also suggest that culture-based motives have a greater impact on risk travel information needs. It is interesting to investigate the relationship between motives and perceived travel risks, and how an individual changes his or her decision based on the contextual characteristics of the destination and available resources. For instance, the traveller may know that the geographical location of the country has natural catastrophes, yet he or she is still motivated to travel there. In this case, it could be the seeking of cultural experience or opportunities that he or she capitalizes on and is likely to search for information to deal with potential risks.

Travelling has physical, mental, and emotional benefits. Benefits include a sense of fulfilment and personal growth. Health benefits of travelling relate to travellers being happier and healthier. Perceived benefits refer to the individual’s perception of travel benefits and how it may influence his or her decision to travel. For example, if an individual perceives the benefit of developing social and communication skills, it in turn strengthens his or her motive and motivation to travel. Then, this benefit actually developed the skill in the process of travel. A recent study found that individuals with perceived travel benefits attach personal importance to travel and they are more likely to travel frequently [25]. Hence, perceived travel benefits have impact on the traveller’s motive and travel behaviour.

External influences such as social media (e.g., Facebook, YouTube) impact an individual’s perceived travel risk and benefits. Social media is becoming increasingly important in travel planning and behaviour. For instance, there is a strong correlation between social media level of influence on destination and accommodation choice [32]. Findings suggest that travellers were more likely to change holiday plans in terms of destination and accommodation selections when their perceived influence from social media on destination and accommodation choices increase. As the choice of destination

is related to perceived travel risk and benefits, information from social media will decrease the uncertainty of a destination. Similarly, external influence such as friends’ recommendations may reduce the perceived travel risks and increase perceived benefits. External influence such as friends or relatives by word-of-mouth information sources could also influence one’s travel decision [33]. It is interesting to note that travellers with previous experience were less likely to rely on word-of-mouth sources of information.

Personal belief is “paramount in personal change because it provides motivation and incentive to overcome barriers to change and evokes feelings of empowerment to enact change” [34, p. 484]. Personal beliefs and priority may influence a traveller’s perceived travel risks and benefits. For instance, individuals with a strong personal belief of intangible benefits such as improved health or happiness may place their priority on health and have a strong affiliation to travel. When travellers perceive travel risks, the psychological component of negative messages may counter their initial desire to travel and they may not travel.

**Travel Capacity and Constraint**

Capacity is defined as the ability of an individual to carry out a particular activity [35]. Travel capacity herein refers to the ability of travellers to visit the destination choice. Individuals with travel capacity include financial stability, physical ability, general and mental health.

Travel constraints refer to the reasons that limit or inhibit individuals from travelling to the destination choice. There are three key factors associated with travel constraints, namely intrapersonal, interpersonal and structural. First, intrapersonal constraints include personal attributes such as health, personal ability, interest and perceived travel risk. Second, interpersonal constraints refer to attributes such as the willingness of others to travel with the individual and finding a travel partner. Structural constraints refer to external and situational factors that inhibit tourists from visiting the particular destination. Examples of such factors include limited financial resources, lack of time and distance barriers as well as catastrophes, weather and poor economic conditions.

Travel constraints have negative effects on perceived travel benefits and importance of travelling [25]. General health and psychological status contribute to higher travel motivation [20]. Particularly in older adult travellers, their travel constraint is likely high when they do not have a fair health status. Changes in health status may affect one’s travel motivation as he or she may perceive higher travel risk and uncertainty. In addition, the travel itinerary or program may not match
the physical level of the elderly traveller.

Travel Behaviour

Travel behaviour herein can be defined as the act of visiting a destination, driven by travel motives. The destination choice intention is usually informed by the theory of planned behaviour [19]. Travellers may visit the same destination again for nostalgia or a new destination for novelty. Travel behaviour is likely influenced by prior travel experiences, external values or personal beliefs. It is therefore important to understand the dimensions of travel motivation and how these contribute to one’s repeated travel behaviour.

The motive to travel usually involves the choice of destination and the process of the selection. This process of destination selection encompasses three stages, namely the initial consideration, late consideration and final decision [30]. The first stage includes the individual awareness that is usually based on previous travel experiences or passive information from external influence. The second stage involves the action or search for information of selected destinations. The final stage is when the choice of destination is made and the selected destination is deemed most desirable and feasible place of visit.

Travel behaviour can be measured by the frequencies and percentages of travel [16]. Other variables that can relate to travel behaviour include travel mode (e.g., package tour or independent), travel purpose (e.g., leisure or business) and length of stay (i.e., number of nights).

Besides motivation, travel behaviour and destination choice are also related to personality. For instance, the personality trait of interest in cultural experiences, is related to the travel propensity for adventure travellers [36]. This suggests that the travellers placed value of importance on cultural aspects of adventure travel.

Linking back to personal beliefs and priority in the process model of travel motivation (see Figure 1), personality may also interact with the environment to influence one’s repeated travel behaviour.

Discussion and Implications

This paper presented an integrated conceptual framework of travel motivation, with a definitional clarity in the process variables and an inclusion of factors associated with repeated travel behaviour. The intention of this paper is to propose a process model of travel motivation that is related to one’s travel intention and repeated travel behaviour. This conceptual paper makes a theoretical contribution to the fields of motivation and tourism. It is one of the first attempts to incorporate key concepts or factors into the study of travel motivation and behaviour. The integration of factors, which are the influences of travel intention and behaviour, may facilitate the understanding of travel motivation from psychological, cognitive and sociological perspectives. This conceptual paper also provided some direction for future research, examining the interactions between travel motives and repeated travel behaviour, as well as between travel motives and individual perceptions. From a practical standpoint, the present paper reviewed the push-pull motives and how they could influence individual repeated travel behaviour, contributing to potential health benefits and well-being.

Based on the abovementioned review of empirical findings, travel motivation is beneficial to an individual’s personal growth and well-being. Besides the benefits of travel motivation, it is also important to understand how perceived travel constraints and travel risks could influence repeated travel behaviour. As travel motivation is dynamic, future research is needed to establish the underlying mechanism of repeated travel behaviour. Future research should also test the relationships among travel motives, travel outcomes and behavioral intention. Nevertheless, there are some key implications to consider for future studies.

The tourism market and demand may be volatile because tourist demands change across time and the demand to specific destinations also varies. The demand to specific destinations may not remain stable as it is dependent on the cycles of an economy. The volatility of travel demand is also dependent on socioeconomic forces and demographic factors [30]. For instance, personal traits of an individual such as age, income, gender, and education will influence the travel demand. Likewise, socioeconomic situational factors such as unemployment rate will affect the degree of volatility.

The travel motivation herein focused on the push and pull motives. Hedonic motivation such as fun and pleasure should be addressed, exploring the benefits of hedonic travel experience. Likewise, it is interesting to contextualize the push and pull motives for hedonic experience as well as to identify potential profiles of individual travel motivation and perceived travel benefits.

Taking a vacation can relieve one’s job-related stress and contribute to mental health and well-being. This paper puts forth an integrated conceptual framework of travel motivation and repeated travel behaviour. However, it did not discuss about the perceptions of non-traveller and individuals who are not interested to travel despite the travel benefits. Considering the cost and other factors, future research should examine
Concluding Remarks

“The world is a book, and those who do not travel read only a page” - Saint Augustine.

Travel motivation relates to why we travel. We travel for a variety of reasons such as adventure, relaxation, self-discovery and learning about another culture. We value our travel experiences and travel motivates us. The present paper proposed an integrated conceptual framework of travel motivation, which is an important issue in the study of tourism and psychology. It adds a cognitive perspective of travel motivation: an understanding of the underlying mechanism that explains repeated travel behaviour. The intention to visit a particular destination is usually informed by the theory of planned behaviour. Besides the empirical evidence of travel benefits, travelling also has the potential to broaden one’s mind and perspective. Despite the known benefits of travel, there are still constraints and perceived travel risks to be taken into consideration. Most importantly, travellers should embrace a mindset that travel experiences are invaluable and enriching.

In our perspective, travel motivation is inextricably linked to human relations as well (i.e., forging new friendships and/or strengthening current relationships). For us, one of our most cherished memories are from the times when we were travelling together. Not only were we able to try new activities (e.g., helmet seawalker dive at the Great Barrier Reef), we were also rewarded with a host of unforgettable experiences that would not have been possible in our home country. While it may not be easy to find a travel buddy who shares the same travel interests and style, having a travel companion has its advantages. On a tangible aspect, there will be cost-savings as accommodation and other trip expenses are shared. On an intangible aspect, we develop our interpersonal skills as we learn to be open, accepting and appreciative of each other’s differences and presence. As we return from our trip, new friends and the sense of nostalgia undeniably become motives for our subsequent revisit intentions.

Nevertheless, even if we choose to travel alone, the experience will be equally precious as we learn to slow down the pace of our lives, listen to our inner voice and heighten our awareness of our immediate surroundings. Solo travel is one of the few occasions when we are able to make decisions fully based on our internal considerations and bear the consequences on our own. Consequently, this gives us an empowering sense of responsibility and independence. Moreover, as we recognize our minute presence in the world, we learn to think beyond ourselves, be more tolerant to others and empathetic to issues at large. For example, being close to the wonders of nature could prompt us to rethink about living a consumerist lifestyle at the expense of the environment, and urge us to make more prudent and considerate choices.

Travelling also has the potential to broaden our horizon as we immerse ourselves in a different culture, set of customs and practice. Our routine ways and thoughts are challenged as we step out of our comfort zone and leave ourselves vulnerable to many uncertainties in an unfamiliar context, particularly in communities which speak a different language from ours. Faced with novel situations or problems every day, we get to understand our inadequacies and that it is alright to make mistakes as part of a learning process. Shedding our reputation and usual responsibilities in a foreign land, we find travel to be a humbling and transformative experience. We are encouraged to learn about others as much as we are to learn about ourselves. It may be attributed to survival instincts, but travelling makes clear and sharpens our ability to adapt, change and grow with new perspectives.

Some may prefer a ‘mainstream’ travel itinerary or style such as visiting iconic landmarks and splurging on luxury recreation while others may prefer exploring paths lesser known to visitors in suburban or rural areas. Notwithstanding, we encourage one to diversify his or her travel experiences as much as possible for each motive and behaviour has its own unique benefits to offer. Travelling also provides an opportunity to remain active and curious, contributing to our overall physical and mental well-being. With proper precautions and preparations, perceived and actual risks can be minimized or even eliminated. Like life, travel is an enriching learning journey to be anticipated and enjoyed; experiences, both good and bad, are to be treasured as they will build on our individual identity.
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